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We were saltwater fishing ‘Jaws’ style Bulletin back on

Allow us
to treat
you to the

By Roy Edwards

TEXAS RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL

him to saltwater fishing.
Friday morning, I loaded my
In Part 1, I introduced you to a
14-foot boat, set up my old Econocouple I met at Christmas Bay who
line van up for sleeping and rigged
showed me a novel way to catch a
up four rods for bottom fishing.
lot of fish by drifting.
I used a modified fish finder rig.
In this column,
First, I put a
Memories are made of this quarter-ounce
I’ll tell you about
a father and son
egg weight on the
fishing trip to Christmas Bay that
line, then a plastic bead to keep the
turned out to be almost like a “Jaws”
weight from hitting the knot. Next, I
experience.
tied on a small barrel swivel.
My son, Robbie, and I had been
Then comes a 20-pound mono
leader about 18 inches long and
fishing fresh water since he was
a number 1 long shank, light wire
about 4. He had turned 10 that
(Continued on Page 12)
week, and it was time to introduce

NAME___________________________________________________

What’s that curb doing there, anyway?

The Bulletin

The Bulletin wants you to have a great time at the Texas Renaissance
Festival on Nov. 7 or Nov. 8. Again this year we’re giving away a bunch
of tickets. At least four winners will receive four tickets each to this event
and will be transported back to the 16th Century. Fill out the form below
to enter. Mail it to The Bulletin, PO Box 2426, Angleton, TX 77516; or fax
it to 1-866-844-5288; or email it to john.bulletin@gmail.com. One entry
per person, please. Must be received by October 27, 2020.

PHONE (____)_____-_________(EMAIL)_______________________
ADDRESS________________________________________________
CITY_______________________________________ZIP)__________
CIRCLE ONE: I WANT TO GO ON

SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 7

SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 8

Let me try some of that Botox, phenol
By Ernie Williamson
The Bulletin

It’s come to this.
In an effort to relieve the discomfort caused by my spinal cord
disorder, I was injected with a toxin.
That didn’t work.
So, now I am scheduled to be
injected with an organic compound

The View from My Seat

that was used by the Nazis at
Auschwitz.
Before you think I am some kind
of nut, let me assure you that both
procedures were recommended by
my doctor and are widely used. I
share these treatments with you
to show that in modern medicine
potential treatments come from
Like us on Facebook

facebook.com/
brazoriacountybulletin

strange places and in many different forms.
Let me explain.

(Continued on Page 7)

By Jase Graves

Special to The Bulletin

In our family, it’s usually one of
my two driving teen daughters who
violates social distancing guidelines
with her bumper. Recently, though, I
experienced my own embarrassing
accident on my morning commute
to work when my SUV skidded on
the wet roadway and struck a curb
dangerously close to a fast food
restaurant. (At the time, I may or
may not have been daydreaming
about the breakfast burrito - literally
bursting with golden tots.)

Immediately after the impact,
I could tell that something was
terribly wrong as the vehicle began
listing to one side - like my head
does toward the sound of someone
opening a bag of Dots Homestyle
Pretzel Twists. I managed to coax
the hobbled SUV past the restaurant and into the parking lot of a
nearby bingo parlor. (Yes, I was in a
really fashionable part of town.)
Once I regained my composure
and realized that neither a massive breakfast burrito nor a thrilling

(Continued on Page 5)
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Facebook with
new site

By John Toth
The Bulletin

A couple of weeks ago, I ranted
a little about how Facebook made
The Bulletin invisible without notice
or being given a chance to correct
whatever they thought was wrong
with the site. This week, I shall continue that little rant.
We’re still in the dark about why
Facebook made this decision. The
Bulletin’s page has been established
for many years, past a decade

Ramblings
perhaps, and we have never had
any problems with it. We have
garnered thousands of “likes” and
followers, and during hurricanes we
posted vital information about local
conditions.
Now, Facebook decided that it
should no longer be visible. While
we’re pretty mad about what has
happened, it didn’t take long to post
a new site. The Bulletin is now back
on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/thebulletinbrazoriacounty/.
Usually when something like this
happens, we can call a toll-free
number or send an email and start
(Continued on Page 6)
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Improvements in weather forecasting
In 1938, an intense hurricane struck the New England coast of the United
States without warning, killing more than 600 people. Since then, death tolls
have dropped dramatically even though coastal populations have swelled.
Many people and organizations contributed to this improvement. But the
improvement in forecasting stands out. Modern 72-hour predictions of hurricane tracks are more accurate than 24-hour forecasts were 40 years ago
(see the figure), giving sufficient time for evacuations and other preparations
that save lives and property.

What makes weather
forecasting better?
Besides weather radars, satellites, and actual measurements of
the atmosphere, meteorologists use
computer models to forecast the
weather.
An atmospheric computer model
is a complex program of mathematical equations written by scientists
to simulate air motions taking place
over the earth.
Based on these air motions, we
can determine temperature and
pressure changes and what kind of
weather may take place.
The National Weather Service’s
ability to develop and run more
complex weather computer models
has allowed for more accurate
forecasts of wind, pressure and
temperature changes on a smaller
scale.
These computer models run by
performing millions of calculations at
specific locations called grid points.
The number of grid points a
model can have depends on the
processing power of the computer
running it.
The more grid points that are in
a model over a given location, the
more accurate it can be in forecasting wind, pressure, and temperature.
A recent development in weather
forecast modeling includes the
ability to simulate future radar
reflectivity based on current surface
observations, near time radar
output, and higher resolution modeled forecast parameters, such as
temperatures, humidity and winds.

Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Death-defying food
Q. At a restaurant in Japan,
what’s the most death-defying item
on the menu?
A. You’d have to bet on the Puffer
Fish, that same one brought to fame
by Harvard ethnobotanist Wade
Davis a few years back when he
argued that a poison of this fish was
at least partly responsible for the
creation of Haitian zombies.
The thesis got some bad reviews
in anthropological circles, but Davis
certainly did put the Puffer on the
Western ethnomap, along with
its poison “tetrodotoxin” (TTX),
said to be 500 times deadlier than
cyanide, fatal except in minuscule
doses, causing severely depressed
metabolic functions and APPARENT
death.
It had long been on the food map
in Japan, where the Puffer Fish is a
delicacy known as Fugu: The meat
is delicious, but tough to prepare
without contamination by traces of
TTX, which causes several deaths
there a year, says Jakki Rowlett in
the online “You Think I Therefore
Am? The Ethnobiology and Ethics
of the Haitian Zombie.”
“Very slight traces of TTX cause
a tingling in the tongue and lips
and this, together with the thrill of

danger, may contribute to the popularity of Fugu.”
Eating the fish, you won’t likely
turn into a zombie, but don’t rule out
entering the Dead Zone if the stuff is
improperly prepared.
Painful surgery
Q. Is the story true of patients
undergoing surgery, but the anesthetic wears off and they wake up
in time to feel the scalpel sinking in,
but for some reason they can’t cry
out to halt the procedure?
A. It’s a half truth, common with
certain medical reports these days,
say University of Washington anesthesiologist Christopher Bernards
and neuroscientist Eric H. Chudler
on “The Neuroscientist Network.”
Awareness during surgery, though
very rare, does occur. One reason is
the patient may not tolerate the drug
well, so the anesthesiologist keeps
the amount down to avoid depressing the blood pressure to dangerous
levels. Or the patient may have a
history of alcoholism or abuse of
valium or sleeping pills, making the
brain resistant to the sedative effect
of the anesthetic.
Distressing as such an awakening obviously would be, the patients
usually say later that pain was not a
problem, just extreme anxiety due to
their being unable to move.
Thank goodness for the standard

Now
Hiring
Baywood
Arlan's Market
FoodsShopping
ShoppingCenter
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muscle relaxant that induces temporary “paralysis,” keeping bodily
movements in check, say Bernards
and Chudler. It also make muscles
softer and easier to spread, such as
relaxed abdominal muscles easily
parted to expose the site of surgical
interest.
Overweight Earth
Q. From a Saskatoon, Sask.,
reader: As world population
increases, does the weight of the
Earth go up?
A. Planetary weight gain is
occurring, but not from people
proliferation, answers physicist Paul
Hewitt in “Conceptual Physics: Ninth
Edition.” The atoms that make up
our bodies are the same ones that
were here on Earth before we were
born - dust we are, and to dust we
return.
We only borrow our atoms, taking
them in from other things and
beings, then passing them along.
Atoms that were once a part of
Albert Einstein are part of you now,
and many that are part of you now
“will live on forever in the bodies of
all the people who are yet to be.”
The atoms that make up a baby
forming in its mother’s womb come
from the food that Mom eats, and
long ago these atoms originated in
stars, perhaps in distant galaxies.
We are starstuff!
But, we are all recycling our
bodily selves (via breathing, etc.)
in Earth’s neighborhood nowadays,
and shall continue to do so for the
time being at least.
However, as interplanetary dust
“rains down” day after day, Earth’s
overall weight does increase, by
about 40,000 tons annually. That’s
equivalent to the weight of a couple
of loaded freighter ships - mere
peanuts, really.

If you enjoy reading
The Bulletin, please
tell your friends
about us or pick
up extra copies for
them. Please let our
advertisers know that
you saw their ads in
The Bulletin.
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Let us email you
The Bulletin weekly
This is good time to sign up for
our free email service.
Then, each Tuesday we’ll send
you an email with a link to the latest
issue of The Bulletin.
All you have to do is go to our
website:
mybulletinnewspaper.com
Scroll down to the bottom, where
you’ll find a short form to fill out.
Fill in your email, first and last
name, and hit “subscribe.” We’ll take
care of the rest.
With the virus making outings
a hassle in some cases, this is a
convenient way to make sure that
you don’t miss a single issue of The
Bulletin.
If you have any questions, please
call (979) 849-5407, or email us at
stephanie.bulletin@gmail.com.
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WHO ‘YA GONNA’ CALL!?
GHOSTBUSTERS: THE
AFTERWORLD: Officials are
preparing to tear down a rather
large torii, a gate traditionally found
at Shinto shrines, at an intersection
along Highway 407 in Shizuoka
City, Japan, for safety reasons.
The problem is, such structures are
considered to be gateways to the
afterworld, and tearing it down could
unleash mysterious and deadly
spiritual forces.
BILLIE JEAN, THIS GUY
WAS NO SMOOTH CRIMINAL:
After showing his driver’s license to
the clerk at a Walgreens in Omaha,
Neb., to prove he was old enough
to purchase cigarettes, a 21-yearold man jumped over the counter,
grabbed the cash out of the register
and ran out.The clerk gave a copy
of the license to police. You know
the rest.
IS THERE A PROBLEM,
OFFICER?: A man, apparently

high on crack cocaine, wandered
into the yard of a house in Shelburne, Nova Scotia, and passed out
on the back deck. He was awakened sometime later by the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police officer
who owns the home.
MOM! I’M RECORDING
HERE!: A young woman was filming herself singing at her parents’
home in New York in preparation for
a musical theater school audition.
Meanwhile, her mother was “banging around” in the attic above the
room looking for suitcases when the
ceiling partially collapsed, causing
her mom’s leg to appear suddenly
hanging down from above.
O.K. PICASSO, STEP OUT
OF THE CAR: Police pulled over
a driver in Millersburg, Ky., because
he had hand-drawn the license
plate on the back of his car. He did
a pretty good job, but the cops said
he forgot to draw the registration
sticker.

I buy all types of RV’s, trailers, motorhomes, 5th wheels, horse
trailers with living quarters, any make, any condition. Call or
text (832)-296-3066. Cash paid. Top Dollar. We come to you.

The Palms of Lake Jackson

sharon.bulletin@gmail.com

Advertising/Marketing
Stephanie Johnson
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THE BULLETIN is distributed each Tuesday by J&S
Communications, Inc.. E-mail
letters and press releases to
john.bulletin@gmail.com. For
advertising information, call
(979) 849-5407. Advertising
and news release deadline is
5 p.m. on Tuesday.
Our 27th year of publishing!

facebook.com/
brazoriacountybulletin

2 BR’s Starting at $725

Our community with its resort-style swimming pool and beautiful
landscaping offers a relaxing oasis just steps from your door.

We’re still leasing
Take a self-guided tour

I’LL BE OUT IN A MINUTE!:
… WHAT TH...: A powerful storm
with 70 mph winds roared through
Albuquerque, N.M., causing power
outages, flooding and downed trees,
and sending a large porta-potty
flying down Central Street.
HEY, DO YOU FEEL LIKE
WE’RE BEING WATCHED?:
Two men stole a semi-truck with a
trailer in Cleveland and abandoned
it later. What they didn’t know was
that the owner had installed a
GoPro camera inside the cab, and it
was recording the thieves the whole
time.
FURIOUSLY FAST: A man,
who had just purchased a $120,000,
high-performance Audi RS7, was
driving it to Myrtle Beach, N.C., to
“show it off,” and roared through a
work zone on Interstate 95 in Four
Oaks at 187 mph. He crashed the
car into bushes along the side of
the road, attempting to avoid the

stop sticks placed there by state
troopers.
A CAPITAL OFFENSE?: An
accountant was fired from her New
Zealand company after she sent
out an email to all her co-workers
telling them how to fill out claim
forms. Since some of the sentences
were written in capital letters and
highlighted in red and blue, her boss
deemed the message “too confrontational.”
WE NOTICED THAT A
PATTERN SEEMED TO BE
EMERGING: Police caught a bank
robber after they realized that he
had robbed banks in New Jersey on
five consecutive Thursdays. They
nabbed him the following Thursday.
IT MAKES ME ALL WEAK
IN THE KNEES: A man milking
a cow at a dairy farm in St. Lucie
County, Fla. suffered minor injuries
when the animal tipped over and
fell on him.
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Tires flat, I had the car towed to repair shop near a restaurant
(Continued from Page 1)

round of bingo would be helpful at
that exact moment, I stepped out of
the vehicle to assess the damage.
The good news was that there was
no apparent injury to the body of
the vehicle - and I wouldn’t have
to make another humiliating trip to
the paint and body shop where the
staff gleefully shout my name and
ask, “Which daughter was it this
time?” when I walk in. The bad news
was that I had blown both passenger-side tires.
Because I have the automotive
acumen of a sea cucumber, two flat
tires were well beyond my rudimen-

tary abilities with any tool other
dress boots was all he needed.)
than a cell phone. As I sat askew in
I directed him to take me to the
the tilting vehicle awaiting the tow
finest tire shop in town. Since I was
truck, I imagined that this sensation
starving, this meant the one within
must have been similar to what the
walking-distance of Wingstop.
passengers of
After a thorough
the sinking Titanic The repairs were expensive, examination of
experienced vehicle, the
but the grease in the car’s the
minus the certain
mechanics at the
death and all.
tire shop informed
interior was free.
The tow truck
me that not only
driver was compassionate enough
would I need two new tires, but I
not to ask me what happened as
also required new struts, ball joints,
and a series of other parts and
he invited me to wait in his vehicle
pieces that sort of blurred together
while he loaded up the SUV. (I’m
in my non-mechanical mind. (I could
pretty sure one look at me in my
have sworn they said I needed a
Texas Aggie polo and polished

new flux capacitor.)
I was so desperate to get through
this ordeal that I didn’t even ask
how much it would cost - or call my
wife for permission. I just told them
to do whatever was needed. And
after a short five hours in the waiting
room watching the Golf Channel
and reading magazines from the
late 1990s, I was on my way.
For about the cost of a liver
transplant, I pulled away from the
tire shop feeling more aligned and
balanced than I have in years. I was
a little disappointed, though, that
the repair came with a generous
amount of complimentary grease,
grime, and other shop dandruff
spread throughout my interior. Then

again, I’m sure the mechanics just
felt sorry for me and left it there to
make me feel manlier after they
spotted the Marshmallow Pumpkin
Latte hand sanitizer from Bath &
Body Works in my console.
If nothing else, this experience
taught me some humility - and to
be more understanding when one
of my daughters has a minor fender
bender. After all, personal safety
is what really matters, and there
are very few car repair situations
that can’t be improved with a large
10-piece combo from Wingstop.
(Copyright 2020 Jase Graves.
Graves is an award-winning humor
columnist from East Texas. Contact
Graves at susanjase@sbcglobal.net.)
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Please check out, ‘like’ the Bulletin’s new Facebook site
(Continued from Page 1)

Prices Good Thru 10-27-2020

the process to fix the problem. Not
with Facebook, though. There are
no humans to talk to.
Over the many years, we have
spent some money promoting our
site. Not as much as other big
companies, but enough for Mark
Zuckerberg to put a few gallons of
gas in his car, or perhaps buy lunch
for himself. It was a modest amount,
but many modest amounts add up.
Being in the advertising business
also, we know that all accounts are
important.
But apparently, not to Facebook.
To look for solutions, we searched
the Internet machine and came up
with none. But we did find a bunch
of posters who complained about
how Facebook shut down their company sites without notice.
“I had no warning or opportunity
to fix whatever was wrong with my
page — it was simply gone. I didn't
know about it until I logged into
Facebook and tried to access it,
John Nemo wrote in The Business
Journals. “Despite the fact that
I've spent thousands of dollars on
Facebook ads using that page since
2012, I was unable to find a phone
number or live chat option to reach
someone about the issue.”
That sounds familiar. But what
happened later?
“It took 48 hours to get an email
response from Facebook, and even

then it was just generic and didn't
help resolve anything or explain why
my page was taken down,” Nemo
wrote.
That’s more than what we have
gotten so far. Then he said something interesting.
“My only opportunity to try and
resolve the issue was to send an
email to the person who complained/reported my page to Facebook. (Facebook gave me the email
address.) I emailed the person
asking what I did, how I could fix the
situation, etc., and got no reply.”
This is something we’re still
working on, even though we already

have the new page.
Right now, we’re guessing that it
was either just a dumb Facebook
mistake that is next to impossible to
correct; a rule we violated that we
could not correct before the site was
pulled; or someone reported the site
and made some allegations that
were either false or could have been
misconstrued.
Either way, our new site is up,
but our investigation into what
happened has just begun. We’ll
keep you posted on updates as they
become available.
We’ll get to the bottom of it - if for
nothing else, to satisfy our curiosity.

THE

SPACE
PLACE

Thank you, Angleton
Come rent a space at our place!

1/2 OFF

First Month's Rent
With This Ad

2370 E. Mulberry
Angleton

979-848-1400
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Botox didn’t work on on leg muscles, so we’ll try phenol
(Continued from Page 1)

Those of you who have followed
this column know that eight years
ago I was stricken with transverse
myelitis, a disorder that damages
the spinal cord in such a way that
signals from my brain are interrupted.
As a result, I am burdened with
spasticity, a condition in which muscles stiffen or tighten, preventing
normal movement. I have spasticity
from just below the ribs all the way
to my toes.
Despite years of physical therapy,
I cannot walk and depend on a
wheelchair.
Currently, I take oral baclofen, a
muscle relaxant. Because the oral
baclofen has produced only modest
results, it has been recommended
that I have surgery to attach an
internal pump filled with baclofen
to my spinal cord. The doctors say
this is more effective than the oral
baclofen.
At 73, the thought of a two-hour
surgery involving my spine is not
appealing, which brings me to the
alternatives: two types of injections.

I opted to try the toxin first.
The toxin I tried was Botox, a
medication derived from a neurotoxin produced by bacteria (Clostridium Botulinum). In its natural
form, this toxin causes botulism, a
severe condition that can be fatal.
The botulinum toxin medication is
designed to be used safely without
causing botulism.
Normally, the brain sends messages to the muscles so they can
contract and move. These messages are transmitted via the nerves
to the muscles by a substance
called acetylcholine. Botox blocks
the release of the acetylcholine from
the nerve to the muscle, therefore
the muscle relaxes. I suspect some
of you know of Botox from visits to
your dermatologist.
The most common use of these
Botox injections is to temporarily
relax the facial muscles that cause
wrinkles in the forehead and around
the eyes.
Allergan, the producer, says
Botox pulled in $2.3 billion in U.S.
revenue in 2019. Not bad for a toxin.
In my case, I had about 10

injections in my legs and hip area in
hopes of blocking the acetylcholine
from the nerves.
The treatment takes several days
to take effect and lasts between two
and 6 months. Treatments can be
repeated every three months.
Despite getting the maximum
dose of Botox, I noticed no difference in my condition. The doctor
explained that Botox works better on
small muscles, not big leg muscles.
Next: I am scheduled to try injections with phenol.
It seems strange that this organic
compound with a dreadful history
will now be used to bring me some
comfort.
Concentrated phenol injections to
the heart were given to thousands
of Jews during World War II. Maximillian Kolbe was one of them. He
was killed with a phenol injection at
Auschwitz when he volunteered to
die in place of a stranger.
Today phenol is primarily used
in the production of resins and in
the manufacture of nylon and other
synthetic fibers. It is also used as
a disinfectant and antiseptic and in

mouthwash and throat lozenges.
Phenol, which is given to those of
us with spasticity in only about a 5
percent concentration, works much
like Botox. It serves as a nerve
block.
Unlike Botox, it lasts longer and
works better on larger muscles.
Coincidentally, I am scheduled for

the phenol injections on Nov. 3.
Isn’t there something else happening on that date? Should be an
interesting day.
(Ernie Williamson welcomes
reader input. Please contact Ernie
at williamsonernie@gmail.com. Or,
send letters in care of The Bulletin,
PO Box 2426, Angleton, TX. 77516)

For advertising, call (979) 849-5407
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DA Selleck to speak at the Exchange Club of Angleton
The Exchange Club of Angleton will host its 18th annual “One
Nation Under God” Luncheon from
11:30am-1:00pm on Wednesday,
Nov. 4, at the Brazoria County Fairgrounds Auditorium, located at 901
S Downing Rd. in Angleton.
Newly appointed Brazoria County
District Attorney Tom Selleck will be
this year’s featured speaker.
Appointed by Texas Governor Greg Abbott effective Oct. 1,
Selleck, of Angleton, is an attorney
and owner of The Law Office of Tom
Selleck, P.C., and a deputy sheriff
for the Brazoria County Sheriff’s
Department.
He is a member of the State Bar
of Texas, Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association, The Federalist
Society, and the Brazoria County
Bar Association.
Additionally, he is the chairman
of the Angleton Area Emergency
Medical Corps Board of Directors,
board member of the Women’s
Center of Brazoria County, and a
life member of the Brazoria County
Fair Association. Selleck received a
Bachelor of Science in Criminology
from Florida State University and
a Juris Doctor degree from South
Texas College of Law.
“The Exchange Club of Angleton is very excited to welcome Mr.
Selleck as our “One Nation Under
God“ speaker this year”, stated club
president Bob Fried.
November is National Exchange
Club “One Nation Under God
Month.” The Exchange Club of
Angleton holds this luncheon each
year in celebration of our country’s
rich religious heritage in an effort
to remind citizens we must always
trust in a higher power for guidance, protection, and strength, and
to prayerfully thank God for the
blessings of liberty bestowed upon
our country.
Tickets are $20. All proceeds go
to the club’s local efforts. The larger
venue of the Fairgrounds Auditorium will allow for social distancing,
which will be observed, but seating
is limited. Tables are available to

Let us show you how a
comprehensive cross-media
advertising package can
help your business. Call
(979) 849-5407

purchase for $200, Tickets should
be purchased in advance. However,
limited quantities will be available
at the door. Tickets are available at
Angleton Chamber, Brazoria County

Precinct 1 Offices in Clute, Brazoria
County Tax Office in Angleton and
any Exchange Club of Angleton
member or by calling (979) 8641838 or (979) 864-1523.

HAPPY HOUR
MARGARITAS
3-7 PM DAILY

#1
101 Clements St
Angleton, Texas 77515
(979) 849-3308

#2
116 E. Plantation
Clute, Texas 77531
(979) 265-2220
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Brazoria County Library System
October Fall Into Reading Challenge!
Want to get your
kids involved in a fun
challenge to keep up
their reading momentum? Fall into Reading this October with
Beanstack and Junior
Library Guild.
During this challenge, which runs
through October 31,
readers will log their
reading minutes. The
top three schools or
libraries with the most
minutes read will win!
Individual readers

NEXT CLASS: SAT. NOV. 14

and families can log
minutes read by registering and keeping
track with the free
Beanstack Tracker
app.
Fall Into Reading is
open to all ages! Look
for more information
about this challenge
and branch prizes for
participants and top
readers at:
http://bcls.lib.tx.us

Manage your library account with the MyLibrary! App
Keep track of the books you have checked out, your hold requests, and more using the MyLibrary! App,
free from the Apple App or Google Play stores. You can scan an ISBN barcode to find a book or search our
online catalog. You can even follow BCLS on Social Media with links to our Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
accounts, as well as our YouTube channel. Download it and check it out today!
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Senior Focus

Marriage is best Social Security option
Dear Rusty: My husband
passed away in 2001, and
he paid into Social Security
every year he worked, which
would be over 30 years. If he
were alive today, he would be
75 years old. I am 57 years
old and still working full time.
Am I able to collect his Social
Security benefits now since
I am still working? Signed:
Widowed Worker
Dear Widowed Worker:
You are not eligible to collect
a survivor benefit from your
deceased
husband if you
have remarried,
and you cannot
collect the survivor benefit
until you are at least 60 years
of age. And, if you claim at
age 60, the survivor benefit
will be reduced by 28.5% from
what it would be if you waited
until your full retirement age
(FRA) to claim it (your full
retirement age is 67). Any
time any Social Security (SS)
benefit is taken before FRA, it
is reduced.
You can claim only your
survivor benefit (not your own
SS benefit) at age 60, but
whenever benefits are taken
before full retirement age,
and you are still working, you
are subject to Social Security’s “earnings test”, which
limits how much you can earn
before Social Security takes
back some of your benefits.
The earnings limit for 2020
is $18,240 (it changes yearly,)
and if the limit is exceeded,
Social Security will take
back benefits equal to $1
for every $2 you are over
the limit. Such lost survivor
benefits are not recoverable.
Social Security publishes
next year’s earnings limits in
the fall of each year prior, so
what the earnings limit will be
when you reach age 60 isn’t
yet known, but it will be an
amount that is more than the
2020 limit.

Assuming you will also be
eligible for your own Social
Security benefits from your
own lifetime work record, you
should evaluate which benefit, at maximum, will give you
the highest benefit amount.
If that is your survivor benefit
from your husband (which, at
your FRA, would be 100% of
the benefit your husband was
collecting when he died), then
you should consider maximizing the survivor benefit by not
claiming it until you reach your
FRA. If money
is needed earlier, you could
claim your own
SS benefit as early as age
62 and allow your survivor
benefit to reach maximum at
your FRA. Conversely, if your
own Social Security benefit
from your own work record
will be higher at maximum
than your survivor benefit,
then you could claim your
survivor benefit first and delay
claiming your own benefit until
it reaches maximum at age
70 (your own benefit will be
24% more at 70 than it will
be at your FRA). Your goal
should be to get the highest
possible benefit for the rest of
your life and comparing these
two options will permit you to
do that. You can find out your
estimated benefit amounts
in both cases by contacting
Social Security.
And remember, if you
decide to claim your own benefit before your FRA, that, too,
will be subject to the earnings
limit until you reach your FRA,
after which there is no longer
a limit to how much you can
earn.

Ask Rusty

(This article is intended for information purposes only and does
not represent legal or financial
guidance. It presents the opinions
and interpretations of the AMAC
Foundation’s staff, trained and
accredited by the National Social
Security Association (NSSA).)

Are you ready to apply for Medicare? Here are the basics

Getting Medicare is a major
milestone. Here’s where you
can get the information you
need, no matter where you
are in your Medicare journey.
Some people get Medicare
automatically, and some have
to sign up. You may have to
sign up if you’re 65 (or almost
65) and not getting Social
Security.
There are certain times of
the year when you can sign up
or change how you get your
coverage.
If you sign up for Medicare
Part B when you’re first eligible, you can avoid a penalty.
You can choose how you
get your Medicare coverage.
You may be able to get help
with your Medicare costs.
The different parts of
Medicare help cover specific
services:
Medicare Part A
(Hospital Insurance)
Part A covers inpatient
hospital stays, care in a skilled
nursing facility, hospice care,
and some home health care.
Medicare Part B
(Medical Insurance)
Part B covers certain doctors’ services, outpatient care,

medical supplies, and preventive services.
Medicare Part D
(prescription drug
coverage)
Helps cover the cost of
prescription drugs (including
many recommended shots or
vaccines).
Most people don’t pay a
monthly premium for Part A.
You usually don’t pay a
monthly premium for Part A
if you or your spouse paid
Medicare taxes for a certain
amount of time while working. This is sometimes called
“premium-free Part A.”
Most people will pay the
standard Part B premium
amount.
The standard Part B

premium amount in 2020
is $144.60. If your modified
adjusted gross income as
reported on your IRS tax
return from 2 years ago is
above a certain amount,
you’ll pay the standard premium amount and an Income
Related Monthly Adjustment
Amount (IRMAA). IRMAA
is an extra charge added to
your premium.
Medicare prescription drug
coverage helps pay for prescription drugs you need.
To get Medicare drug
coverage, you must join a
Medicare-approved plan that
offers drug coverage (this
includes Medicare drug plans
and Medicare Advantage
Plans with drug coverage).
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How to spot a scam aimed at older adults
By Sheryl Jean

The Dallas Morning News (TNS)

DALLAS — One day Jimmy
Love of Wichita Falls, Texas,
received a phone call that
his grandson was in trouble.
He didn’t think twice about
sending $9,000 to help but
soon realized he had been
swindled.
“I thought my grandson was
really in trouble,” Love, 81,
says. “(The caller) said he
had a car wreck, hit a lady,
broke his nose, was in jail
and needed money to get
out.”
He was the victim of what’s
called a grandparent scam,
one of dozens of schemes
that prey on people’s emotions, fears or hopes. Last
year, Americans reported 3.2
million scams to the Federal
Trade Commission, with
losses topping $1.9 billion.
Older adults are especially
vulnerable, experts say,
because scammers exploit
those who may be isolated,

Ten

lonely or not tech-savvy.
Today’s scams run the
gamut from old-fashioned
mailbox theft to sophisticated
online hoaxes. Regardless of
the method, scammers often
mimic legitimate businesses
and government agencies,
using fake caller IDs and
high-pressure tactics to steal
money or personal information to commit fraud or
identity theft.
“Isolated older adults are
gifts to financial predators
… who are savvy enough to
know this,” says Julie Krawczyk, director of the Senior
Source’s Elder Financial
Safety Center in Dallas.
Older adults also lose
more money in scams. The
FTC says the median loss
for people 80 and older was
$1,600 vs. $600 for those
60-69 and $379 for those
30-39. Losses, however, can
reach five and six figures.
Low-tech scams: Simple
and risky

Grandparent appeal:
Scammers call to say your
grandchild has gotten in
trouble or had an accident and needs money but
doesn’t want the parents to
know. The scammers glean
personal details about you,
your family and friends from
your social media profile and
posts, Krawczyk says. “I was
talking to a boy who sounded
just like my grandson, and
he called me Papa, which is
what my grandson calls me,”
says Love, the Wichita Falls
victim. Sometimes the scammers use a friend’s name
instead of a grandchild’s.
Home improvement
fraud: The Better Business
Bureau’s second riskiest
scam for people 65 and
older is common in North
Texas because of the many
storms and tornadoes that
damage property. Someone
typically appears at your door
offering a quick repair, but
they require upfront money
and either never return, do
shoddy work or hike the price
afterward.
Impersonation: Fraudsters call you pretending to
be well-known government
agencies, companies or
organizations. The BBB ranks
the Social Security Administration as the top impersonation scheme, but the Internal
Revenue Service, Publisher’s
Clearinghouse and Medicare
also are common. This year,
the Census Bureau and FBI
warned about impersonators
trying to steal Social Security numbers. Criminals, for
example, pretend to be FBI
agents and even spoof the
FBI headquarters’ phone
number on caller ID.
Fake checks: A stranger
phones, saying he’ll send you
a check connected to a phony
job listing, business opportunity, online classified advertisement or sweepstakes
prize. You are told you must
send some of the money to
them or another person by
wire transfer or gift card to
cover taxes, fees or supplies.
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Senior Focus

Fake checks may look legitimate, even with a financial
institution’s name on them, or
they may be real checks from
bank accounts of identity theft
victims.
Mailbox theft: Criminals
steal mail from your mailbox
hoping to find checks, credit
cards or valuable information.
Seniors moving into smaller
homes or new housing
arrangements are vulnerable
to fake change-of-address
forms filed with the U.S.
Postal Service, says Charity
Lacey, spokeswoman for
the Identity Theft Recovery
Center. She suggests using
a post office box or a locked
mailbox as a precaution.

Consumers also can register
for the free Informed Delivery
service by the USPS that
provides a digital preview of
incoming mail and packages.
High tech: Digital dangers
1. Headline scares: Criminals like to make money from
news, such as the coronavirus pandemic or Census
2020. They may offer advice,
provide local updates, sell
products or seek donations
via websites, emails, texts
and social media posts, but
it’s all fake. In March, the Missouri attorney general sued
televangelist Jim Bakker for
hawking a fake coronavirus
cure on television and online.

Memory Care
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Son introduced to saltwater fishing and ‘monster’ on line
(Continued from Page 1)

accessible by C.R. 257 or the Blue
Water Highway.
hook. We were going to be driftThere is a Brazoria County public
ing over the oyster shell. The egg
boat ramp and a bait camp at the
weight would slip over most shells,
end of C.R. 2575.
and the light wire hook would
We arrived at the boat ramp
straighten out if it caught on anyabout 5:30
thing, without
p.m. after a 2
breaking the line
1/2-hour drive
or the leader.
from Houston.
If the hook
We launched
was bent out of
the boat, tied it
shape, a pair of
up and went to
long nose pliers
Sy’s bait camp
would be used
for hamburgers,
to re-bend the
soft drinks and
light wire and
“fresh dead”
reuse the hook
bait shrimp. We
as long as the
still had some
point wasn’t
daylight left,
damaged.
When Robbie Robbie with a portion of his catch, so we fired up
the boat and
got home from minus the ‘monster’.
headed toward
school, he
Christmas Point, north/northeast
changed clothes, and we were off
into the wind.
for a weekend of fishing.
Robbie caught some fish on the
Christmas Bay is a small shallow
drift back toward the boat ramp in
bay (about 5 miles long by 2 miles
the first 20 minutes or so, then the
wide) just west of San Luis Pass
MONSTER hit. I put Robbie on the
on the north side of Follet’s Island,

front seat, set the drag on the reel,
and we started back across the bay
to the south/southwest, courtesy
of the thing on the other end of the
line.
It pulled us all the way across
the bay to the south shore grass
line about 2 miles away. Then, the
monster went to the bottom and
would not move. It had to be a huge
stingray.
Robbie’s line went straight down,
about 2 feet from the right side of
the boat, so I took a paddle and
started thumping the ray on the top
of his head. Then we heard a noise
or commotion – something was
hitting the other side of my 60-inchwide boat. We saw the tip of the
ray’s tail coming out of the water
and hitting the gunnel. That ray must
have been over 6 foot from nose to
tail.
“Dad”, Robbie exclaimed, “It’s
getting dark. I’m hot and tired. I think
you should just cut the line.”
I did. We slept in the van that
night. What an introduction to saltwater fishing!
(Write Roy in care of The Bulletin.
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com.
Snail mail: The Bulletin, PO Box
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)

Please tell our
advertisers that
you saw their ad in
The Bulletin

* Gordita
* Barbacoa
* Breakfast Taco
* Homemade Tortilla
Mon - Friday 4:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Sat - Sunday 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM
500 W. Mulberry St., Angleton, TX 7515
Tel: (979) 331-3457

Pride has made America extremely vulnerable
Based on the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham

Q: I pastor a good size congregation, but there are many pressuring me to adapt my message to
appeal to culture so that we might
grow in number. I believe this is
dangerous. Am I wrong? - S.P.
A: Adapting the Gospel to
culture in the pulpit is a slippery
slope. The message of Jesus
Christ is the same and never
changes with the times. Jesus
spoke to a disbelieving world when
He walked on earth. Illustrations
certainly can be utilized to emphasize God’s truth, but the message
of Christ is always the same.
Jesus never changed His
message to appeal to the sinner.
Jesus did not change His message
when He spoke to Nicodemus and
said, “You must be born again”
(John 3:7). He did not change His
message when He spoke to the
rich young ruler and said, “Follow
Me,” (Matthew 19:21). He did not
change His message when He
spoke to Zacchaeus and said, “For
the Son of Man has come to seek
and to save that which was lost”
(Luke 19:10).
He did not change His message
to the adulterous woman, but said,
“Go and sin no more” (John 8:11).
He did not change His message
when He spoke to Satan: “Man
shall not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceeds from

the mouth of God” (Matthew 4:4).
There is a great counterfeiter
[Satan] who adapts himself to
every culture, even deceiving true
believers at times.
Preaching the whole counsel
of God is critical. If the church
returned to the task of proclaiming
the Gospel, it would see people
being converted to Christ, and it
would have a far greater impact on
the social, moral, and psychological needs of people than anything
else.
Be faithful to God’s calling and
like the disciples when they began
preaching, “The Lord added to the
church daily those who were being
saved” (Acts 2:47).
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

Columbia Christian Senior Citizens Center Menu

629 E. Bernard, West Columbia, TX, (979) 345-5955
on the cob, potato salad, hamburger
bun, dessert.
Monday, Oct. 26: Chicken pot
Wednesday, Oct. 21: Sausage
pie, beets, cheese cauliflower,
& onions, squash casserole, turnip
pears & cottage cheese, cornbread,
greens, pinto beans, jello salad,
dessert.
cornbread, dessert.
Tuesday, Oct. 27: Smothered
Thursday, Oct. 22: Oven-fried
meatballs, rice, zucchini & tomachicken, broccoli rice casserole,
toes, turnip greens, pea salad, garlic
spiced apples, navy beans, peaches
toast, dessert.
Meals on wheels available - call before 9:30
& cottage cheese, biscuits, dessert.
a.m. Low salt/low sugar meals available - call
Friday, Oct. 23: Hamburger,
before 8 a.m. Take-out orders - call by 10:30
a.m. for pick-up at 11 a.m.
lettuce & tomatoes, red beans, corn
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By Rick Brooks

Menu subject to change. Limited dine-in
- please call ahead to reserve a seat.
Meals served at center at 11:30 am.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner
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Bulletin horoscope

ARIES (March 21-April
19): Unfortunately, there is
no remote control that allows
you to fast-forward past the
challenging parts of life. In the
week to come, it would be wise
to think before you act.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
In the week ahead, you might
find that dealing with a health
issue, your job or a new project
may take you outside your
comfort zone. Ask for advice
today before you take further
steps.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Loved ones and partners will
likely reassure you whenever
you have doubts. In the upcoming week, it’s a good idea to
thoroughly think through events
before you react.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
You may be uplifted by visions
of business success and lofty
ideals in the upcoming week.
There could be some friction in
your home or with loved ones
that will best be dealt with in a
diplomatic way.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Make
decisions that will withstand
the “slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune.” The week
ahead could be filled with an
onslaught of challenges. Don’t
worry, but do prepare.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Remain tolerant of the little
irritations of life and concentrate on the things that bring
you joy and happiness. In the
week ahead, remain skeptical
of anything that is offered at
little or no cost.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
22): The week ahead can be
challenging on many levels.
Get important issues settled to
everyone’s satisfaction before
this weekend ends, if possible. Remember that honesty is
more important than winning.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Sometimes you need to make
a cooperative effort for team
morale. Meeting others’ expectations might mean temporarily
sidelining some of your own
ambitions now.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21): Family members
should treat you fairly and be
free with their praise. Enjoy
having a few extra dollars right
now, as it may be necessary to
economize later in the week.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): You can fine-tune most
business details by being
willing to cooperate, but you
should never compromise your
principles. Avoid signing crucial
agreements or launching new
ventures in the upcoming week.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18): Before this week unfolds,
it might be a good idea to
practice counting to 10. You
may frequently need to hold
your tongue to avoid disputes,
but the outcome should be well
worth it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Your spirit remains undiminished by exposure to some of
life’s realities, but not everyone
shares your generosity. Remain
skeptical of high-pressure sales
pitches this week.

History of the World On This Day
October 20
1740 - Maria Theresa became the
ruler of Austria, Hungary and Bohemia with the death of her father,
Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI.
1774 - The new Continental
Congress, the governing body of
America’s colonies, passed an
order proclaiming that all citizens of
the colonies “discountenance and
discourage all horse racing and
all kinds of gaming, cock fighting,
exhibitions of shows, plays and
other expensive diversions and
entertainment.”
October 21
1797 - “Old Ironsides,” the U.S.
Navy frigate Constitution, was
launched in Boston’s harbor.
1879 - Thomas Edison invented
the electric incandescent lamp. It
would last 13 1/2 hours before it
would burn out.
1925 - The U.S. Treasury Department announced that it had fined
29,620 people for prohibition (of
alcohol) violations.
October 22
1939 - The first televised pro foot-

ball game was telecast from New
York. Brooklyn defeated Philadelphia 23-14.
1950 - The Los Angeles Rams set
an NFL record by defeating the Baltimore Colts 70-27. It was a record
score for a regular season game.
1962 - U.S. President Kennedy
went on radio and television to
inform the United States about his
order to send U.S. forces to blockade Cuba. The blockade was in
response to the discovery of Soviet
missile bases on the island.
October 23
1915 - Approximately 25,000
women demanded the right to vote
with a march in New York City, NY.
1956 - Hungarian citizens began
an uprising against Soviet occupation. On November 4, 1956 Soviet
forces enter Hungary and eventually
suppress the uprising.
October 24
1929 - In the U.S., investors
dumped more than 13 million
shares on the stock market. The day
is known as “Black Tuesday.”
2001 - The U.S. stamp “United

We Stand” was dedicated.
October 25
1917 - The Bolsheviks (Communists) under Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
seized power in Russia.
1955 - The microwave oven, for
home use, was introduced by The
Tappan Company.
1962 - U.S. Ambassador Adlai
Stevenson presented photographic
evidence to the United Nations
Security Council of Soviet missile
bases in Cuba.
October 26
1854 - Charles William Post was
born. He was the inventor of “Grape
Nuts,” “Postum” and “Post Toasties.”
1858 - H.E. Smith patented the
rotary-motion washing machine.
1949 - U.S. President Harry
Truman raised the minimum wage
from 40 to 75 cents an hour.
1958 - Pan American Airways
flew its first Boeing 707 jetliner from
New York City to Paris.
1984 - “Baby Fae” was given the
heart of baboon after being born
with a severe heart defect. She lived
for 21 days with the animal heart.

Jumbles: CROSS RELIC DEVOUR CAMPUS
Answer: The classic vinyl albums were selling for -- RECORD PRICES

ACROSS
1 “... morning roses newly wash’d
with __”: Petruchio
4 Jacket stories
8 Caused trepidation
14 Phoenix-to-Albuquerque dir.
15 O’Neill’s daughter
16 “Happy Days” diner namesake
17 Networking technology
19 Jalopy sound
20 Offering in shellfish worship?

22 Mississippi sight
23 Storage furniture
24 “__-haw!”
25 Expanse
26 Word often preceded by a leader’s name
29 Shellfish massage?
35 Perfect place
37 “Modern Family,” e.g.
38 Good name for a budget shellfish
dealer?

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 With intensity
2 Dinner menu item
3 Merchant’s assurance during a
sale
4 Carried
5 They’re charged
6 Land parcel size
7 Bag with a strap
8 Bollywood costumery
9 Modeling, say
10 They’re not with you
11 Uniform education org.?
12 Bardot was on its cover at age
14
13 Golfing pres.
18 Lea grazer
21 __ admiral
25 “Don’t delay!” letters
26 Taking parts of
27 Early initials in American cars
28 Certain limb
30 News agcy. since 1958
31 __City: computer game
32 In __: actual
33 YouTube star __ Marie Johnson
34 Honda FourTrax, e.g.: Abbr.
35 Very active port?
36 Genesis pronoun
39 Baldwin of “30 Rock”
40 Closed
41 Vet’s concern, perhaps
45 Like many hobby shop mat
boards
46 Surfing equipment
47 Hint
48 Dior design
49 Some big box stores
50 Neuters
51 Canadian Thanksgiving mo.
52 Well-used
53 Vagrant
54 “Dang!”
55 Objection
(C) 2020 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

Solutions

ROSE LILY IRIS DAISY PANSY TULIP LILAC ORCHID

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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42 “Catch you later”
Complete the grid so each row, column
43 Traditional knowledge
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
44 Rate for records, briefly
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
47 High spirits
50 Hit the big time
52 Like one who exchanges texts
with a shellfish?
55 One of an infant’s pair
56 Sore application
57 City adjoining Champaign, Illinois
58 Began, as a co.
59 Fourth bk. of the Jewish Torah
60 U.S. IOUs
61 Relative of -ity
62 Fast sports cars
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